From peptide-bond formation to cotranslational folding: dynamic, regulatory and evolutionary aspects.
Ribosomes are ribozymes exerting substrate positioning and promoting substrate-mediated catalysis. Peptide-bonds are formed within a symmetrical region, thus suggesting that ribosomes evolved by gene-fusion. Remote interactions dominate substrate positioning at stereochemistry suitable for peptide-bond formation and elaborate architectural-design guides the processivity of the reaction by rotatory motion. Nascent proteins are directed into the exit tunnel at extended conformation, complying with the tunnel's narrow entrance. Tunnel dynamics facilitate its interactive participation in elongation, discrimination, cellular signaling and nascent-protein trafficking into the chaperon-aided folding site. Conformational alterations, induced by ribosomal-recycling factor, facilitate subunit dissociation. Remarkably, although antibiotics discrimination is determined by the identity of a single nucleotide, involved also in resistance, additional nucleotides dictate antibiotics effectiveness.